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**SUSE Linux Enterprise 15 Service Pack 4 Public Beta is out! | SUSE Communities [3]**

SLE 15 SP4 is a ?Refresh? Service Pack. And so, our Release Management team has provided guidance to our engineering for updating packages in SLE 15 SP4 to a new openSUSE Factory version. Still we are carefully evaluating and accepting package updates, while checking for the latest changes in the upstream project and verifying it is not breaking any ABI.


As python39 resided in the Basesystem Module on SLE 15 SP3, this new module will require some changes by customers and partners migrating to SLE 15 SP4. Customers using python39 and migrating from SLE 15 SP3 will have to add the Python3 module after migration via SUSEConnect. Else they won?t receive any updates for this interpreter.

---

**Xubuntu 22.04 Community Wallpaper Contest « Xubuntu [4]**

We?re on our way to the 22.04 LTS release and it?s time for another community wallpaper contest!


After the submission deadline, the Xubuntu team will pick 6 winners from all submissions for
inclusion on the Xubuntu 22.04 ISO, and will also be available to other Xubuntu version users as a xubuntu-community-wallpaper package. The winners will also receive some Xubuntu stickers.
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